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colors of these gases we notice a curious gradation. Bromine is at one- end of the spectrum, dark
red; chlorine in the middle part, greenish yellow; and iodine at the other end, a beautiful violet. 2.
Their chemieal properties.--These four elements resemble each other in their chemical properties
also. They combine with the same substances, and generally in the same proportions. For hydrogen
and the metals they all have strong attraction; with oxygen they (with the possible exception of
fluorine) unite with a feeble force; with nitrogen they form explosive compounds. They are all
univalent, and the single compound which each one forms with hydrogen is an acid. The following
symbols illustrate the analogous composition of the compounds of these elements: 1. What names
shall be given the compounds of hydrogen with these elements? 2. What number of atoms of each
element in...
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a composed publication.
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